The Down Low of a
Capture Photography Boudoir
Experience
Welcome to the best experience of your life. This isn’t any ordinary boudoir
shoot it’s a Capture boudoir shoot. Capture Photography is known for their
amazing, comfortable an invigorating boudoir shoots that women all over
New England have fallen in love with. The shoot begins long before you walk
into our doors. The shoot starts over the phone where you and I will talk
about everything except photography. I want to know who you are, what you
love, where you are in your life and how you ended up booking a boudoir
session at this point. We will chat about a location and what fits your style
best. I’ll also want to include your significant other in a separate conversation.
I know, I know, you want this to be a surprise but trust me, we want him/her
involved. Whether that means they are in the shoot or we have their input
about their most favorite features of you that I would never know about, we
love to include your partners feedback. After I get to know you two we have
the amazing shoot. During the shoot its all about having fun and being you. I
want to get to know your authentic self because I want to photograph your
authentic self because that is the most beautiful self that exists. That is where
you get to shine and walk out of here feeling like a supermodel/superhero.
Directly after your shoot on the same day you’ll get to see all the photos from
the gallery and be able to pick what you want to do with them, right there!
We’ll chat about what products fit your needs and before you leave you’ll
know what artwork or album is going to be come a part of your home! So
what are you waiting for? Let’s get this started!

FAQ
Where do we do the shoot?
We shoot here, there or anywhere :) Normally we shoot at the Capture
studio (which is in my home in West Hartford) but we can also do it in your
home if you have some nice big bright windows and plenty of room to spread
out! I am also obsessed with outdoor boudoir which can be accommodated if
simply given enough notice. For a small additional fee we can also rent a hotel
room.
What should I bring?
Think about the clothes that make you feel sexy. Lingerie is great but so
are old t-shirts, your partner's botton down, or a loose shirt that goes off your
shoulders. Think of that one outfit that you always feel sexy in, bring that- the
whole outfit! Don’t forget to accessorize bring fun scarfs, lots of heels, jewelry,
hats or anything else that makes feel like the sexy badass that you are! Your
best bet is to bring more than you anticipate wearing- we will take a look at
everything you bring and style the shoot from there. The more you bring the
better.
Can I bring a friend to the shoot for support?
Absolutely! I find that people are most comfortable and their silly selves
when a good friend is around. Anyone is welcome to join you on the fun and
simply be your moral support. (no camera use allowed in studio including cell
phone once shoot begins)
Do you do boudoir parties?
Yes we do! It's an awesome alternative to bachelorette parties. We book
in groups from 4-9. Each girl gets a “30 minute mini-session,” and yes hair,
makeup and champagne is included! Prices start at $1,000.
I don't know how to pose sexy...
Well the good thing is I do! I will be helping you the entire time during
the shoot. You will be guided throughout the process on what to do, where to
look, how to move your arms and pop those hips! And don't worry, your

comfort level is the most important thing to me so as I guide you, we can
decide together what feels best!
What do people normally do with these photographs?
Normally people do one of two things- they either buy prints and frame
their favorites for themselves or their partner but the most popular thing to do
is to create a “Little Black Book,” which has twenty of your favorite photos
from the session. This book can have a personal inscription on the front and
looks like this!

Tips for a successful boudoir session
What to do the week of:
-Exfoliate for 7 days prior to the shoot to ensure your skin is shiny and
beautiful!
-Buy something new, that's right, I'm asking you to spend more money!
Haha, but there is nothing like the feeling of wearing something new to
get your confidence on :)
-Make sure your finger and toe nails are looking good, they will be in the
pics too!
-Shave or wax two days before
-Cut size/information tags from any lingerie
-Brush your lips with a toothbrush to remove dry skin
What to do the day of:
-Wear loose clothing and loose underwear, we don't want any lines on
your body, try not to wear a bra if possible (showing up braless and
panatelas gives you bonus points! That means your skin is ready to be
photographed!)
-Drink PLENTY of water (you will be working your body in many
different positions and it may even feel like a light workout at times)
-Eat a light breakfast or lunch, enough to fill you but not too much to
bloat you
-Moisturize your skin

What to bring the day of:
-Lots of clothing options, mix and match underwear sets, tshirts, at least
one pair of black underwear and one pair of heels
-Lip gloss for touch ups and powder to absorb any oil on the face
-Think outside the box of just lingerie, perhaps comfy pjs, an old t-shirt
or your partners favorite team jersey
-Have a sexy off the shoulder top? Those are awesome and good place
to start the shoot!
-Accessories, don't forget a pop of color for jewelry, pearls, hats or
anything else we can add to your "outfit"

PLEASE MAKE SURE TO SHOW UP ON TIME AND GIVE YOUR SELF EXTRA TIME TO FIND
OUR NOT -SO-EASY TO FIND STUDIO. WE OFTEN DO BACK TO BACK SHOOTS AND WE DONT
WANT TO CUT YOUR SHOOT SHORT BY ANY AMOUNT OF TIME! Now all thats left to do is- GET
EXCITED!

